Solar Energy
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Solar energy – an important element of the energy
transition
Solar energy and especially photovoltaics seemed to be treading water for a long time. In the meantime, it has
become clear that they will be important building blocks for the successful implementation of the energy transition
and on the path to climate neutrality. This requires, among other things, a massive expansion of photovoltaics.
The demand for electricity will grow strongly, as many areas such as mobility are to be electrified and the
production of hydrogen also requires immense amounts of electricity. So the signs for solar energy are good:
 Solar energy is much more accepted by society than the expansion of wind energy plants. Roof-mounted
systems in particular are smaller in scale. However, there are areas available for them without additional land
consumption. Agricultural photovoltaics, urban PV, building-integrated systems, floating systems or even roadintegrated systems further increase the economic-practical potential. Even large photovoltaic parks meet little
public opposition.
 The political tailwind for solar energy should continue. Further improvements to the regulatory framework for
PV and solar projects, which is still in need of improvement, can be expected. There also seems to be
agreement in the analysis regarding the urgently needed acceleration of grid expansion in the distribution grids.
 Apart from difficulties in international supply chains, the economic outlook remains good. The profitability of
investments increased in recent years due to low financing costs as well as the continuing cost degression of
components.
With many years of experience from numerous PV projects and transactions, the experts of the well-coordinated
Luther Energy team make the difference. We provide comprehensive advice along the entire value chain: from
securing land under building and planning law, to land use contracts, participation in tenders by the BNetzA,
financing, grid connection, EEG subsidies and self-supply, to operating and sales contracts and transactions. And
if the project ever turns out differently than expected, our experts advise on out-of-court dispute resolution and
litigation.
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A team of experts...
Energy industry group. Luther’s Energy team consists of over 40 experienced experts who offer full-service legal and tax advice on all energy issues
to energy suppliers, project developers, industrial companies, financial investors as well as the public sector. The experts from Luther’s Energy team
can provide you with top-quality advice throughout the value chain, be it on projects regarding the production and generation of conventional or
renewable energy, on infrastructure such as energy supply networks or storage facilities, on concession procedures, on financing or M&A transactions,
on energy trading and the distribution of energy or on contracting projects. Due to our wealth of experience in the energy sector, we have first-class
knowledge of the industry and also expertise in technical and economic matters. In particularly complex projects, we use specialists to handle project
management tasks. We are also well-known for our special expertise in dealing with legal disputes all the way to the highest courts, and in arbitration
proceedings. Internationally, we work closely with leading law firms who, like us, focus on providing comprehensive advice in the energy sector.

Expertise

Excellent legal knowledge is our
trademark. Many years of
experience and good relations
with public authorities help us
provide correct assessments.

Interdisciplinary

Our team of lawyers and tax
advisors is closely networked in
the market with technical and
economic consultants. When
things get complex and difficult,
we know who to rely on.

Innovative

Innovation topics are an
important part of our daily work.
We are looking for challenges
where solutions are not readily
available.
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Future-oriented

Excellence

Today we are already thinking
about tomorrow. We concern
ourselves with smart city models
including photovoltaic (PV)
systems and software-based
models for the design of
prosumer relations, as well as
dealing with new models for
citizens’ participation.

For many years now
distinguished by the German
legal publisher JUVE and The
Legal 500 as a leader in projects
and regulation in the energy
industry due to the large number
of outstanding lawyers on our
team.

Excellent expertise for your solar project

Real Estate and (Building)
Planning Law

Participation in Invitations
to Tender Organised by the
Federal Network Agency

Financing of PV Projects

Issues Around the
Renewable Energy
Sources Act

Energy Contract Law and
Corporate PPAs

Network Connection and
Energy Regulatory Law

Operating and Distribution
Agreements

Self-sufficiency and Use of
Electricity for E-mobility

Supply Chain Management
for Components

Corporate/M&A

Litigation

Insolvency Law
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References
“Best-in-class know-how in all
regulatory matters relating to energy.
We are always highly satisfied.
Advice is always spot-on.”
(The Legal 500 (2021) - Tier 1 Industry focus Energy)

International infrastructure investor
Advising on the acquisition of three British PV farms, including financing these farms

Advising on the acquisition of various PV projects, including structuring and financing
the projects

“Very good industry know-how.
Very high availability and reliability
in often very time critical and
complex M&A transactions!”

Diverse project developers

(The Legal 500 (2021) - Tier 1 Industry focus Energy)

Grünwerke, subsidiary of Dusseldorf public utilities

Advising on the sale of roof-mounted PV system portfolios
“Very practical advice with a focus
on what matters; quick response
times; compared to many other law
firms, very concrete statements
and assessments regarding
individual facts without continually
repeating ‘disclaimers’.”

Construction company
Advising on the acquisition of a PV system
Automotive supplier
Advising on the acquisition of a PV system
Ferrostaal
Advising Ferrostaal on the development and sale of solar CSP projects in Spain,
including Andasol 3
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(The Legal 500 (2021) - Tier 1 Industry focus Energy)

References
SUNfarming
Dr Holger Stappert:
“Leading advisor in regulatory law”
(JUVE (2020/2021) - Tier 1)

Advising on the financing of a large number of PV projects

“National Leader in Energy”
(Who’s Who Legal (2021) - Energy)

Advising on the financing of numerous PV projects

Eiffel Investment Group

ALENSYS Alternative Energiesysteme AG
Dr Angelo Vallone:
“Proven expert in energy law; very
detailed knowledge; good
interdisciplinary understanding of
matters relating to the energy
industry (e.g. at the interfaces to
technical issues); good availability;
well networked in the energy sector
and, therefore, with valuable
insights into ‘industry insides’ for
the benefit of clients.”
(The Legal 500 (2021) - Industry focus
Energy)

Advising on the financing of a solar farm portfolio in Germany
Leading supplier of PV systems
Advising on a HoldCo financing transaction (secured mezzanine registered bond)
Public utilities in North Rhine-Westphalia
Advising on the planned issuance of subordinated loans to finance roof-mounted PV
systems
E.ON Energie Deutschland
Advising on the design of project development contracts for free-standing systems
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References
Real estate project developer
Advising on the conclusion of project development and land lease agreements regarding
using the land for PV systems

“Strong on energy issues,
personally pleasant”,
“smart, experienced, collegial”,
Dr Holger Stappert: “competent and
very pleasant to deal with”.
(JUVE (2020/2021) - Tier 1 - Regulated
Industries - Energy Law)

E.ON Energie Deutschland
Advising on the drafting of a master agreement for the installation of a large number of
roof-mounted PV systems
E.ON Energie Deutschland
Advising on the drafting of procurement contracts with EPC partners and component
manufacturers
Leading supplier of PV systems
Reviewing heritable building right and servicing contracts for a PV system leasing model
from an energy law perspective
Leading supplier of PV systems

“High level of expertise, great
practical relevance, quick
turnaround, representation with
great skill and confidence in court
proceedings.”
“Excellent knowledge of the
developments in and the current
state of energy law. Quick response
time.”
(The Legal 500 (2021) - Tier 1 Industry focus Energy)

Examining the legal requirements under Section 3 no. 30 German Renewable Energy
Sources Act for the commissioning of PV systems

“Very target-oriented! The focus is
on the project! Very good skills in
explaining things.”

Leading energy producer

(The Legal 500 (2021) - Tier 1 Industry focus Energy)

Advising on multiple issues in connection with the direct marketing of electricity from
renewable energy sources in accordance with the German Renewable Energy Sources Act
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References

“Strong on energy issues,
personally pleasant”,
“smart, experienced, collegial”,
“competent and very pleasant to
deal with”.
(JUVE (2020/2021) - Tier 1 Regulated Industries - Energy Law)

Thin-film solar manufacturer
Providing comprehensive legal advice to the thin-film solar manufacturer in complex
procurement transactions, in particular, in connection with the construction of new
module factories of the shareholder in China
Manufacturer of solar thermal systems
Providing comprehensive legal advice on all corporate and commercial law issues
E.ON Energie Deutschland

“Very good specialist knowledge,
negotiating skills, flexibility, focus
on the project goal.”

Extra-judicial dispute resolution in connection with the purchase of a free-standing
system

(The Legal 500 (2020) - Public Law Public Procurement Law)

E.ON Energie Deutschland

“Excellent expert knowledge,
coupled with commercial
understanding. Is second to none
in Germany.”
(The Legal 500 (2020) - Industry focus
Energy)

Providing representation in court in the defence against an EPC partner’s claims for
remuneration for work and services (construction of several PV farms), and in asserting
claims for reimbursement of the cost of substitute performance in a cross-action
E.ON Climate & Renewables
Providing advice and litigation services in connection with the assertion of claims
against a near-insolvent EPC partner
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Your contacts
If you have any questions, please contact your contact person at Luther or one of the experts listed below:
Dr Konrad Adenauer

Dr Stefan Altenschmidt,

Dr Michael Bormann

Lawyer, Partner

LL.M. (Nottingham)

Lawyer, Partner

Energy Law, Corporate/M&A
Cologne

Lawyer, Partner

Corporate/M&A
Dusseldorf

konrad.adenauer@luther-lawfirm.com

stefan.altenschmidt@luther-lawfirm.com

Cosima Flock

Environmental Energy and Planning Law
Dusseldorf

michael.bormann@luther-lawfirm.com

Denise Helling

Christiane Kühn,

Lawyer

Lawyer

LL.M. (Hong Kong)

Energy Law
Dusseldorf

Real Estate,
Environment & Planning Law, Regulatory
Dusseldorf

cosima.flock@luther-lawfirm.com

denise.helling@luther-lawfirm.com

Lawyer, Partner
Restructuring and Insolvency,
Commercial and Distribution Law
Munich
christiane.kuehn@luther-lawfirm.com
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Your contacts
If you have any questions, please contact your contact person at Luther or one of the experts listed below:
Benedikt Rechner
Lawyer

Dr Holger Stappert

Dr Frederic Tewes

Lawyer, Partner

Lawyer

Energy Law
Dusseldorf

Energy Law, Antitrust Law
Dusseldorf

Real Estate
Dusseldorf

benedikt.rechner@luther-awfirm.com

holger.stappert@luther-lawfirm.com

frederic.tewes@luther-lawfirm.com

Volkan Top

Dr Angelo Vallone

David Wölting

Lawyer

Lawyer, Partner

Lawyer

Capital Markets, Banking & Finance,
Corporate/M&A
Hamburg

Energy Law
Dusseldorf

Energy Law, Antitrust Law
Dusseldorf

volkan.top@luther-lawfirm.com

angelo.vallone@luther-lawfirm.com

david.woelting@luther-lawfirm.com
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Bangkok, Berlin, Brussels, Cologne, Delhi-Gurugram, Dusseldorf, Essen, Frankfurt a.M.,
Hamburg, Hanover, Kuala Lumpur, Jakarta, Leipzig, London, Luxembourg, Munich,
Shanghai, Singapore, Stuttgart, Yangon
You can find further information at:
www.luther-lawfirm.com
www.luther-services.com

This presentation does not constitute legal or tax advice and we are, therefore, not liable for its contents.
This presentation is given individually on the basis of our engagement letter, taking into account the circumstances of the particular case.
Any distribution, quotation or reproduction of all or any part of its contents for disclosure to third parties is only permitted with our prior agreement.
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